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1.0 Background 
Spirituality is ever so important in many cultures, but especially it is for those who 
practise Hinduism. This is the reason why the Tamil Educational Cultural and 
Charitable Organisation (TECCA), upon its formation in 2002 identified building a 
Hindu Temple in an appropriate surrounding as a major priority for the Hindus who 
reside in the Northern and Western parts of Melbourne.  In this part of Melbourne 
there is a large and growing Hindu population, and TECCA came to realise that they 
needed a formal place of worship to practice their religion and also to congregate 
and practice their culture. It’s with this vision that TECCA started building Kundrathu 
Kumaran Temple at 139, Gray Court, Rockbank. It is worth noting that along with the 
Hindus residing in all parts of Melbourne, Hindus from Geelong, Ballarat and 
Bendigo also frequent visitors to this Temple as there are no other Hindu Temples in 
the close proximity.  
 
The members and devotees have recognized that high volume of water is consumed 
during poojas/prayers, daily operation of the temple and to fulfill irrigation 
requirements to sustain the extensive flower garden. Currently, all the water 
consumed during operation of the temple is sourced from the local water authority. 
To address this and aid in water conservation and reuse the wastewater, the TEECA 
planned to develop innovative clean energy solutions with the finical support from 
Smart Water Fund to integrate into the existing infrastructure of the temple facilities 
as a sustainable long-term solution and meet the demands from expanding devotee 
numbers. 
 
 
2.0 Introduction  

TECCA is attempting to combine a number of different sustainable concepts into a 
workable system that reduces water consumption and treats wastewater generated 
on site, in a manner that is unique and unlikely to TECCA’s knowledge been trailed 
else where in Australia.  
 
The proposed solution consists of: rainwater harvesting for use in irrigation, fire 
fighting services, and as an additional source of water supply if required within the 
proposed bio-filtration or wastewater treatment systems; develop water sensitive 
urban designs (WSUD) concepts to safely and effectively treat surface runoff using 
reed bed filtration systems; develop an innovative wastewater treatment system that 
is able to efficiently treat the wastewater from the temple  and produce an effluent 
stream to be reused to irrigate the surrounding gardens; and Utilize solar energy 
technologies to supplement the energy required for the above systems. The 
rainwater harvested from the temple roof, storm water harvest from the surface 
runoff and the treated wastewater generated by day to day activities at the temple 
satisfied 50% of the average daily water requirement of the temple over the past 12 
months. 
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In an attempt to develop a cleaner greener solution, TECCA is also proposing to 
incorporate the use of solar energy technologies into the system design, to generate 
energy for use within the water systems. Any excess energy created is fed back into 
the grid and help to further offset energy consumption of the temple. Since the 
commissioning of the 3 kW capacities solar PV on the roof of the temple a total Solar 
contribution amounts to 7,000 kWh. 
 
As such  the  four tasks undertaken is truly innovative system design that address all 
the technical issues and created a solution that is sustainable, clean and greener for 
the long term efficient operation of the temple.  
 
 

3.0 Objectives/Goals Achieved 
• Installation of a rainwater harvesting system for use in irrigation systems 
• Installation of a wastewater treatment system that is able to efficiently treat 

the wastewater from the temple 
• Installation of the surface runoff collecting system with the biofiltration pond 
• Demonstration to devotees and the surrounding communities about 

sustainable water usage and conservation   
 

 

4.0 Key Steps / Tasks  
 

Following task were undertaken in each milestone 

• Task 1: Rainwater harvesting system including rainwater tank, irrigation 

system 

• Task 2: Wastewater collection and treatment system including grease trap, 

pump station 

• Task 3: Solar energy system to supplement the energy required for the water 

system 

• Task 4: Reed bed filtration pond 

 
As the number of devotees attending the temple is increasing with the consequence 
of higher energy and water consumption. This development work undertaken now 
takes this into consideration and attempts to ensure that the operations of the temple 
are sustainable, do not adversely impact the surrounding environment and attempts 
to utilize innovative technology that is clean and green. The development has helped 
to educate many of the devotees (many of whom have not lived in drought and water 
restricted environments) on the need to conserve water and demonstrate through 
real examples to conserve, re-use and recycle water at the temple site. 
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5.0 Milestone 4 – Operation 
 

 

- Milestone Description 

Monitor and evaluate the performance of each system and fully implement the 
communication and education plan. 
 

- Methodology 

Following works will be undertaken during the operation stage of this project. 

• Continuous monitoring and evaluation of rainwater harvesting system, 
wastewater collection and treatment system, solar energy system and 
reed bed filtration pond according the guidelines/standards 

• Fully implement the communication and education action plan 
 

- Resources 
Following resources will be utilised for this work: 

• Program Coordinator (volunteer) – Stakeholders engagement liaison 

• Project Manager (volunteer) - Resource management including people, 
time and supervision 

• Water and Wastewater Engineers – Monitoring and evaluation 
 

- Key Performance Indicators 

• Operation of rainwater harvesting system, wastewater collection and 
treatment system, solar energy system and reed bed filtration pond 

• Implementation of communication  and education action plan 

• Final milestone report against the project plan and Evaluation Report, 
provided to Department 
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6.0 Over all Benefits to Community  
 

Status Assessment Directly from Project Potential (Based on further 
application)  

Economic - Rainwater harvesting will 
save about 500,000 litres 
of water per year 
 
 

- Storm water harvest from 
surface runoff of 
rainwater will save about 
5 million litres of water 
per year 

- Water savings from 
recycling wastewater will 
save approximately 
300,000 litres of water 
per year 
 

- Biosolid used for 
composting 
 

- Significant reduction in 
power/electricity 
consumption using 
photovoltaic panels 

 

- Significant cost saving in 
water and power bills 

- Estimated to be worth $ 
3K per annum 
 

- Due to poor rainfall this 
season the system could 
not be fully tested 

 

- Elimination of odour and 
containment of waste 
and treatment greatly 
improved the temple 
soundings  

 
- Bio –solids are used as 

compost within the vegi 
gardens 

 
- Net energy savings of $ 

3K per annum 
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Social - The temple will serve as 
a place of worship for the 
Hindu community 
including the large 
student population in 
Melbourne and its 
suburbs extending to 
Geelong, Ballarat, and 
Bendigo. These devotees 
are typically migrants or 
students of Indian, Sri 
Lankan, Malaysian, 
Fijian, Singapore or 
South African descent.   

- Project will create 
awareness among 
devotees/visitors about 
efficient water usage 
 

- Once completed the 
temple can serve as a 
centre for cultural 
activities 
 

- Innovative solution and 
technology can be 
utilized by other 
communities 

 

- Parents and children are 
taken on small tour 
groups to explain the 
concepts of 
sustainability. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

- Many devotees are 
planning to implement 
similar systems for their 
own reidence 
 

- Newsletters and other 
information about the 
project is displayed at the 
temple notice board and 
internet site 

Environmental - Reduction in greenhouse 
gas emission by using 
green energy 

- Pollution control by class 
C wastewater treatment 
 

 

- Sustainable energy use 

- Sediment traps help to 
improve the water quality 
reaching the water 
course 

- Reduction in waste 
generation and improved 
reuse activities  
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7.0 Stakeholders  

• Smart Water Fund staff 

• Council 

• City West Water 

• Devotees  

• Surrounding communities 

• Tyco 

• Any other suppliers 
Number of site visits by stakeholders during the project planning, design, 
construction and commissioning phases helped to promote awareness of 
sustainability and integrated water systems concepts. 
 

 

8.0 Return on Investment  
The return on investment can be divided into financial and social benefits. 

 
Monitory 

• Water saving figures calculated per annum = $ 3,000 

• Waste treatment and bio-solid reuse per annum = $ 1,000 

• Storm water collection and improved discharge water quality = $ 2,000 

• Solar PV offsets to power consumption per annum = $ 3,000 

• 7% return on investment is great. ( excluding in-kind contribution ) 

 
Social 

• Community awareness of sustainability principles 

• Knowledge transfer through the demonstration of SWF working with 

community 

• Experience and opportunity  for community leaders and politicians to engage 

with local issues 

• Other institutions trying to copy and improve on what’s done by TECA & SWF 
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9.0 Communications Plan  

Milestone:  Milestone 4 - Operation 
Objective:   Liaison with local water authority to communicate 
project successes 

 
Audience: Action   Responsibility: Timing: 
Local water 
authority 
 

√ 

• Liaise with local 
water authority and 
other relevant 
organisations to 
communicate project 
successes 

• Project 
Manager 

• After 
completion 
of this 
project 

•  

 •  •  •  
 •  •  •  

 
Milestone:  Milestone 4 - Operation  
Objective:  Liaison with local council and provide details of this 

project and water saving initiatives undertaken 
(community update) 

 
Audience: Action   Responsibility: Timing: 
Melton Shire 
Council/ 
Community 
 
 

√ 

• TECCA will 
provide details of 
this project and 
water saving 
initiatives 
undertaken at the 
premises and will 
encourage council 
to publish the 
details in Councils’ 
Community 
Newsletters and / 
or web-site 

• Program 
Coordinator 

• After 
completion of 
this project 

Community • Promotion of • Program • After 
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Audience: Action   Responsibility: Timing: 
 

√ 
project through 
news letter and 
other community 
publications 

Coordinator completion of 
this project 

 •  •  •  
 

Milestone:  Milestone 4 Operation 
Objective:   Promotion of project through 

     

Audience: Action   Responsibility: Timing: 
Communit
y/Organis
ations 
 

√ 

• Presentation, forum 
participation, reports and 
intra-net publication for 
other similar organisation 
interested in similar project 

• Project 
Manager 

• After 
complet
ion of 
this 
project 

Organisati
ons 
 

√ 

• Provide access to site 
visits and assist other 
religious and non religious 
organisations in 
formulating similar project 

• Project 
Manager 

• After 
complet
ion of 
this 
project 

 •  •  •  
 
 

√ - achievement 
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10.0 Project development and implementation Photos 
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Photo 1 – Site Inspection by SWF staff  

 

 

Photo 2 - SWF Chief Executive Officer, Project Director and TECA Secretary on 
inspection tour. 
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Photo 3. -Task1 - Rain Water System 
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Photo 4 - Task 2 - Sewer network and treatment system 
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Photo 5 Task 3 - solar system 
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Photo 6 Task 4 - Storm Water Collection and reed bed filtration 
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Photo 7 - Invitation for community participation 
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Photo 8 -Devotees participation and spiritual attachment to the temple 
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Photo 9 Local Community Leaders involvement with the temple 

 

Photo 10. Dr. Dharma Dharmabalan explaining the SWF project to Hon. Maria 
Vamvakinou MP, Federal Member for Calwell 
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